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Hamaker constants and dispersion forces interactions of materials are of increasing interest and the
advent of atomic force microscopy~AFM! force measurements represents a new opportunity for
quantitative studies of these interactions. A critical problem is the determination of a force–distance
relation for realistic AFM probes. Due to the inadequacies of existing power-law sphere–plane
models to describe the probe–sample system, we present a new parametric tip force–distance
relation~PT/FDR!. A surface integration method is developed to compute the interactions between
arbitrarily shaped bodies. The method is based on the Hamaker pairwise integration in a continuous
fashion, reducing the six-dimensional integration to a four-dimensional scheme. With this method,
the PT/FDR is obtained and a nonlinear fitting routine is used to extract the model parameters and
the Hamaker constant from AFM force–distance data. From the sensitivity analysis of the fitting of
synthesized AFM force–distance data, one finds that, for large tip radius~compared to separation!,
the force is proportional to the product of the Hamaker constant and tip radius. Unique
determination of the Hamaker constant can be achieved if a small radius tip is used in the AFM scan.
By fitting to literature data, the effectiveness of the PT/FDR is shown. ©1996 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!03422-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The van der Waals force, which arises from the intera
tion of oscillating dipoles, has a role in controlling man
aspects of the behavior of materials. It controls or influenc
macroscopic phenomena such as surface tension, wetting
havior, colloidal stability, fracture, and adhesion. The va
der Waals interactions can be quantified through the H
maker constant,1 which is a material property, and through
an appropriate force–distance relation, which is depend
on the system geometry.

The determination of the Hamaker constant is a impo
tant field of research. Ackler, French, and Chiang2 provide a
description of the different methods available to obtain th
Hamaker constant for different materials and configuration
One technique is the observation of the manifestation
these interactions on a macroscopic scale, in a phenome
logical approach. For example, the surface force apparat3

has been used to determine the interaction force betw
crossed cylinders with surfaces of cleaved mica. Through
analysis such as the one presented by Hamaker,4 the expres-
sion for the total interaction force for the specific geomet
and material configuration can be calculated. Following a
of the force–distance relation obtained experimentally, t
Hamaker constant is obtained. A similar and promising ne
approach is the use of atomic force microscopy~AFM!, due
to its intrinsic capability of measuring very small force
~;nN! at very small separations~;nm!.

AFM is based on the determination of the interactio
force between a probe and the substrate–sample. Differ
kinds of interactions may be present including electrosta
~Sternet al.5!, magnetostatic~Martin and Wickramasinghe6!,
and van der Waals~Weisenhornet al.7!. The van der Waals
interactions are omnipresent and, for a clean, uncharged,
nonmagnetic system, it can be the only force field present.
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a procedure similar to the one described for the surface fo
apparatus, the Hamaker constant can be determined. So
due to the difficulty involved in the integration to obtain th
interaction force, the probe has been erroneously mode
with simple geometries, such as a sphere. The use of s
models has prevented the accurate determination of the
maker constant for systems of interest.

The problem to be resolved can be stated as one of
tegrating the interaction force over the volumes of an arb
trary probe and the sample and obtaining a correct forc
distance relation. Developing such an integration scheme
the main goal of this work. Initially we present the problem
involved in computing the interaction force between arb
trary bodies and discuss existing results for simple geo
etries. We then present a surface formulation to improve t
efficiency and the precision of these calculations. Followin
we present a parametric model for a typical AFM probe. Th
interaction of this probe with a planar half-space is obtain
using the surface formulation presented. We then show t
the traditional power-law relation used to describe the force
distance dependence of the interaction force is inadequ
since the AFM tip–substrate force–distance relation~FDR!
cannot be approximated by a power law. We then demo
strate that the parametric tip–substrate force–distance re
tion ~PT/FDR! that we develop can be used to fit~nonlinear
fit! experimental data and to determine both the tip para
eters and the Hamaker constant for the material configu
tion.

II. INTEGRATION OF THE INTERACTION FORCE

The problem of integrating the pair interaction force t
obtain the total force can be approached at many differe
levels: the quantum-mechanical interactions between atom
the molecular dynamic level of many atoms; or the macr
60816081/10/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Scheme for the integration of the interaction between two arbitrar

shaped bodies.
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scopic~and continuous! scale. The last approach is the on
used in the present work and imposes some restrictions in
dimensions of the bodies that can be considered. It is e
pected that it will be valid for bodies of sizes from sever
nanometers and larger.

Assume that the potential energy of interactionw(d) is
known for a pair of molecules as a function of the distanced
of separation~pair potential!. The interaction force between
two molecules is then the gradient of the interaction pote
tial, namely,

f52“w. ~1!

For van der Waals interactions the potential is

w~d!5
2Cdisp

d6
, ~2!

whereCdisp is the interaction constant as it was defined b
London.8 In this work we adopt the usual convention that
negative force is attractive. Hamaker4 performed the integra-
tion of the interaction potential to compute the total intera
tion between macroscopic bodies. The hypotheses adop
by Hamaker were:

~a! additivity: the total interaction can be obtained by th
pairwise summation of the individual contributions;

~b! continuous medium: the summation can be replaced
an integration over the volumes of the interacting bo
ies assuming that each ‘‘molecule’’ occupies a volum
dV with a number densityr;

~c! constant material properties: the number densityr and
the interaction coefficient are constant over the volum
of the bodies.

This latter assumption implies an atomically abrupt surfa
and that there is no retardation effects.19 Following this set of
assumptions, the total interaction force between two ar
trarily shaped bodies, as shown in Fig. 1, is given by

F5r1r2E
V2
E
V1

f~d!dV1 dV2 , ~3!

wherer1 andr2 are the number densities of bodies 1 and
The Hamaker constant is then defined as
6082 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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A5p2Cdispr1r2 . ~4!

The double volume integral~3! is very difficult to ex-
ecute, both analytically and numerically. Hamaker4 obtained
the interaction force for simple geometries~spheres and pla-
nar half-spaces!. These geometries are of limited use, sinc
they are not a good representation of the actual geome
involved in most physical problems.

A limited attempt to simplify the integration involved in
this problem is the ‘‘Derjaguin approximation,’’ developed
by Derjaguin.9 He proposed that two general curved surfac
could be treated as two planar half-spaces, which limits
application to surfaces with small curvatures~compared to
their separation!. This is clearly not the case if one consider
the scale involved in AFM. This fact is discussed in mor
detail in the following section.

III. SURFACE FORMULATION

Our approach to deal with the problem of the complexi
of the six-dimensional integration is described in detail
Argento, Jagota, and Carter10 which is summarized in this
section.

From Eqs.~3! and ~1! one can write

F52r1r2E
V1
E
V2

“w dV1 dV2 . ~5!

Now, letG be a vector field such as

“–G52w. ~6!

Then, replacing Eq.~6! into Eq.~5! and using the divergence
theorem, a double-surface integral is obtained,

F5r1r2E
S1
E
S2

~G–n1!n2 dS2 dS1 , ~7!

wheren1 and n2 represent the normals to bodies 1 and
This integral produces equivalent distributed tractions ov
the surface of body 1 that represents a weighted average
the influence of the surface of body 2. The effective tractio
replaces the actual volume field resulting in the same to
interaction force. The vector fieldG is obtained from the
interaction potential of two molecules~or two infinitesimal
volumes in the continuous formulation!. Considering the ge-
neric potential represented by a power law

w~d!52C/dm, ~8!

whered5~x–x!1/2 andx is the vector linking a point in body
2 to a point in body 1~interacting infinitesimal volumes in
the continuous formulation! andC is an interaction constant.
From Eq.~6! the solution obtained for the functionG is

G5
Cx

~32m!~x–x!m/2
. ~9!

Using the distributive property of the divergence, expressi
~9! can be used to represent any potential that can be
scribed by a series of inverse powers of degree higher than
The major advantage of this formulation is that the volum
integration~5!, which is an integration over six dimensions
of a potential of degree2(m11), can be reduced to Eq.~7!,
a four dimensions integration of a kernel of degree2(m

ily
C. Argento and R. French



FIG. 2. Common geometrical models adopted for probe–sample systemz0
is the separation andR is the tip radius.
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21). This reduction in dimension and degree represent
clear advantage in analytical and numerical calculation
This surface formulation is currently being used to simula
the sintering of viscoelastic nanoparticles. It can also be us
to deal with problems like adhesion, crack-tip deformation
and colloidal interactions.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF A PARAMETRIC MODEL FOR
A PROBE

Most previous work that tried to interpret the force–
distance curves obtained from AFM experiments model
the tip of the probe as a sphere or a plane surface, as sh
in Fig. 2.2,11–14 However, the force–distance relation ob
tained from these models fails to describe the experimen
observations. One possible reason for this fact is that
geometry proposed to describe the probe is not close to
actual one. Therefore, the force–distance relations, usua
power laws, derived for these geometries are incorrect a
not valid in the scale of AFM. Here we review the commo
sphere–plane model and present a more realistic parame
model for a typical AFM probe.

The force dependence in the case of the spherical tip a
a flat sample is4

F52
2AR3

3z0
2~z012R!2

, ~10!

whereA is the Hamaker constant,z0 is the separation be-
tween the sphere and the half-space surface, andR is the
sphere radius. Assuming that the distancez0 is small com-
pared to the radiusR, this relation is reduced to

F>2
AR

6z0
2 . ~11!

This assumption is generally not valid if one conside
the scale involved in AFM, where the tip radius can atta
values of 5 nm and the separations are of the same orde
magnitude. The use of Eq.~10! to describe the interaction is
also erroneous, since it assumes that the sphere ‘‘floats’
space, by which we mean that its radius is large enough
that all the ‘‘nonspherical’’ parts of the probe are away from
the region of strong interaction. The rate at which the tran
versal area of the probe increases with the distance from
sample has to be taken into account.

The model presented here is based on images of AF
probes obtained from scanning electron microscopy~SEM!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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FIG. 3. Parametric tip model.R is the tip radius,rmax is the radius of the
cylindrical part of the probe,g is the cone angle,a5p/22g is the angle
included in the spherical cap,z0 is the probe–sample separation,r is the
radius at any point on the surface,x is the distance from the cone apex, and
A, B, and C define the spherical cap section and the conical section of
probe.
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The spherical cap seems to be a good description of the tip
the probe, but the continuation of the probe should also
taken into account. Therefore, we adopt the model shown
Fig. 3. It consists of a cylinder followed by a conical sectio
and a spherical cap. Such a model can be completely defi
with three parameters: the tip radiusR, the cone angleg, and
the macroscopic probe radiusrmax. Following we describe
the integration of the interaction force for this geometry.

Let us assume that body 1 in expression~7! is the plane
substrate and body 2 is the probe. We want to compute
vertical component of the interaction force, all other comp
nents being zero due to the symmetry of the problem. The
fore, n15~0,0,1!, and expression~7! becomes

F5
A

p2 E
S2

H~z!n2 dS2 , ~12!

where

H~z!5E
S1

2z

~32m!~x21y21z2!m/2
dx dy. ~13!

Integrating Eq.~13! over the appropriate limits forx andy,
~0→`! yields

H~z!52
2p

~32m!~m22!zm23 , ~14!

and, considering van der Waals interactions so thatm56,

H~z!5
p

6z3
. ~15!
6083C. Argento and R. French
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Since we are only interested in the vertical component
the force, we shall now integrate the vertical component
Eq. ~12! over the surface of the probe. Integral~12! can be
broken in two different contributions, as shown in Fig. 3: th
spherical cap and the remaining truncated cone. To obt
the contribution of the spherical cap first we writez as a
function of z0 andu,

z5z01R2R cosu. ~16!

From Eq.~15!, H(z) can be written asH(u,z0),

Hsc~u,z0!5
p

6~z01R2R cosu!3
, ~17!

where the superscript sc indicates the spherical cap. Si
only the force alongz is being considered, the component o
the normaln2 along this direction is

n2z
sc52cosu. ~18!

The infinitesimal element of the surfacedS2 on the spherical
cap is

dS2
sc52prR du52pR2 sin u du. ~19!

The contribution of the spherical cap to the total force is

Fz
sc~z0!5

A

p2 E Hsc~u,z0!n2z
scdS2

sc. ~20!

Substituting Eqs.~17!, ~18!, and~30! into Eq. ~20! and inte-
grating overu from 0 toa, wherea is the angle included in
the spherical cap, from point A to point B in Fig. 3, produce

Fz
sc~z0!5

AR2~12cosa!~R cosa2z0 cosa2R2z0!

6z0
2~R1z02R cosa!2

.

~21!
6084 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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By makinga5p in the above expression we obtain relatio
Eq. ~10!. Replacingg5p/22a in expression~21!, we finally
obtain

Fz
sc~z0!5

AR2~12sin g!~R sin g2z0 sin g2R2z0!

6z0
2~R1z02R sin g!2

. ~22!

For the contribution of the truncated cone, first we writ
z as a function ofr andz0 ,

z5z01R~12cosa!1tana~r2R sin a!. ~23!

From Eq.~15! and after simplification,H(z) can be written
asH(r ,z0),

Hcone~r ,z0!5
p cot3 a

6@r1cot a~R1z02R seca!#3
. ~24!

The component of the normaln2 alongz for the cone is

n2z
cone52cosa. ~25!

The infinitesimal element of the surfacedS2 on the cone is

dS2
cone5

2pr

cosa
dr. ~26!

The contribution of the cone section to the total force is

Fz
cone~z0!5

A

p2 E Hcone~r ,z0!n2z
conedS2

cone. ~27!

Substituting Eqs.~30!, ~25!, and ~26! into Eq. ~27! and
integrating overr fromR sina to rmax, from point B to point
C in Fig. 3, produces
Fz
cone~z0!52AS ~rmax2R sin a!@2Rrmax~cosa2cos 2a!12rmaxz0 cosa22R2 sin a1R2 sin 2a1Rz0 sin 2a#

12 sina tana~R1z02R cosa!2@rmax1cot a~R1z02R seca!#2 D .
~28!
s-

an
It is generally reasonable to assume thatrmax is much larger
than the other dimensions of the probe, therefore, taking
limit of Eq. ~28! when rmax→`, we obtain

Fz
cone~z0!5

2A@z0 cosa1R cosa2R cos~2a!#

6 tana sin a~z01R2R cosa!2
. ~29!

Replacingg5p/22a we obtain

Fz
cone~z0!5

2A tang@z0 sin g1R sin g1R cos~2g!#

6 cosg~z01R2R sin g!2
.

~30!

By makingR50 in this expression, we obtain the expressio
for the force–distance relation of a sharp cone,

Fz
cone~z0!5

2A tan2 g

6z0
. ~31!
the

n

V. PARAMETRIC TIP FORCE–DISTANCE RELATION
(PT/FDR)

The total force on the probe, adding Eqs.~22! and ~30!,

Fz~z0!5Fz
cone~z0!1Fz

sc~z0!, ~32!

is

Fz~z0!5
AR2~12sin g!~R sin g2z0 sin g2R2z0!

6z0
2~R1z02R sin g!2

1
2A tang@z0 sin g1R sin g1R cos~2g!#

6 cosg~z01R2R sin g!2
.

~33!

The assumptions made in the derivation of this expre
sion are the same used by Hamaker~1937!. Since there is no
geometric assumption in this derivation, relation~33! gives
exactly the force on the parametric probe if nonretarded V
C. Argento and R. French



FIG. 4. Scheme for the cone with same transversal area as the pyra
probe with aspect ratio 1:1.x is the distance from the apex andg is the cone
angle.
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der Waals interactions are the only interactions present. U
like the simple power laws adopted in other works, PT/FD
does not assume that the curvature of the probe surfac
small compared to the distance of separation between pr
and sample. In the following section we compare PT/FD
with the traditional power-law models.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE FORCE–DISTANCE RELATION

To determine the inadequacies of power-law models a
plied to AFM tips we compare them to the PT/FDR. A con
venient way to do so is to analyze the force sensitivity to t
distance of separation, which is the logarithmic slope of t
force–distance relation. In the case of a power-law relatio
the force sensitivity is identical to the exponent of the pow
law. The sensitivity is defined as

s~z0!5
] ln@Fz~z0!#

] ln~z0!
. ~34!

The first case we are going to consider is the comm
pyramid probe. This probe has an aspect ratio of 1:1. T
pyramidal geometry cannot be directly reproduced with t
parametric model described in the previous section. To u
the conical model, we should find an equivalent cone ang
that will give the same transversal area for a given distan
from the tip apex as for the pyramid.

In a pyramid with aspect ratio 1:1, the area of interse
tion of any plane parallel to the sample plane with the pyr
mid is simplyx2, wherex is the distance from the pyramid
apex. In the cone geometry, this area is given byp~x tang!2,
whereg is the cone angle as defined in Figs. 3 and 4. T
cone angle where these two expression are equivalent is s
ply given byg 5 arctanA1/p 5 0.5137. This geometry is
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 we plot the evolution of the forc
sensitivity as a function of the distancez0 from the sample
plane for different tip radii andg50.5137. The force sensi-
tivity of expression~10! ~sphere–plane model! is also shown.
Note that, except for large radii, the force sensitivity is n
uniform over the distance. This implies that the power-la
representation, even for the sphere–plane model, is not va
In some extreme cases, as when the tip radius is small co
pared to the separation, there is strong variation in the fo
sensitivity. In Fig. 6 we plot the force-sensitivity as a func
tion of the tip radius for the parametric model and for th
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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FIG. 5. Force sensitivity as a function of the separation for the PT/FDR a
the spherical model for several radiiR and probe angleg50.514. The radii
and the separation are given in units of length.
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sphere model for a fixed separationz0510 units of length. It
is clear that for small tip radius the sphere model is com
pletely wrong; however, there is some agreement in the lar
radius domain, which could be expected. These resu
should also be compared with the plane–plane model, with
force sensitivity of23, and with the sharp cone–plane
model, expression~30!, which has a force sensitivity of21.
It is also clear that these models are unsuitable to descr
the probe–sample interaction.

Another important aspect of this analysis is the sensiti
ity of the force–distance curve to each of the individual ti
parameters. It is evident that the PT/FDR evolves toward t
sphere model when the radius is increased, which can
verified in Figs. 5 and 6. The same is true in Fig. 7, where w
plot the PT/FDR for several different tip radii and a fixe
cone angleg50.5137. Note the near-constant slope for larg
radii and the varying slope for small radii. In the large radiu
domain, since the curves are parallel, the radius has a mu
plicative effect on the PT/FDR, in the same way as the H
maker constant. In Fig. 8 the PT/FDR is plotted for differen
cone angles and a fixed radius of 20 units of length. There
a slight change in the predicted force for small separation
a-
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FIG. 6. Force sensitivity as a function of tip radius for the PT/FDR and th
spherical model at several separationsz0 and probe angleg50.514. The
radii and the separation are given in units of length.
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FIG. 7. Double log plot of the PT/FDR for several radii and probe angleg50.514. The radii and the separation are given in units of length. The vertical a
is the negative of force divided by the Hamaker constant and is given in inverse units of length.
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On the other hand, at large separations, where the effec
the tip radius is diminished, the cone angle is the domina
parameter. This clearly divides the domains of importance
the parameters: close-range interaction controlled by the
radius and long-range interaction controlled by the co
angle.

VII. NONLINEAR FITTING PROCEDURE

In this section we describe the nonlinear fitting proc
dure and the tests to evaluate its capability to predict the
parameters and the Hamaker constant. Current experime
6086 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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data are inadequate to perform such evaluation since th
usually contain a high noise-to-signal ratio and would lead
inconclusive results. Instead, we decide to use analytical d
with artificial noise. In a first step, a number of random
points is generated to represent the sampling in the dista
of separation. For each of these points the force acting on
probe is calculated using the PT/FDR. The data produc
this way are then perturbed by a random noise with co
trolled amplitude. Two cases were considered: no rando
noise and random noise from210% to 10% of the maximum
force on the data set. Finally, a nonlinear fitting routine
al
FIG. 8. Double log plot of the PT/FDR for several probe angles and tip radiusR520. The radii and the separation are given in units of length. The vertic
axis is the negative of force divided by the Hamaker constant and is given in inverse units of length.
C. Argento and R. French
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TABLE I. Values and errors extracted from the different fitting tests. The radiusR is in units of length and the
Hamaker constantA is in consistent units of energy.

A R AR g

No noise,R5100 A→1.00 fixed,R5100 AR→100 g→0.514
fixed radius e50% e50% e50%

No noise,R5100 A→0.90 R→110.8 AR→99.8 fixed,g50.514
fixed angle e5210% e510.8% e52.5%

No noise,R5100 A→0.85 R→118.0 AR→99.7 g→0.412
all d.o.f. e5215% e518% e520.3% e5219.8%

10% noise A→0.99 fixed,R5100 AR→99.6 g→20.994
R5100
fixed radius

e520.1% e520.4% e52293%

10% noise A→1.58 R→62.82 AR→99.3 fixed,g50.514
R5100
fixed angle

e558% e5237.2% e520.7%

10% noise, A→0.84 R→117.1 AR→98.0 g→20.324
R5100
all d.o.f.

e5216% e517.1% e52.0% e52163%

No noise,R55 A→1.00 fixed,R55.00 AR→5.00 g→0.514
fixed radius e50% e50% e50%

No noise,R55 A→1.00 R→5.00 AR→5.00 fixed,g50.514
fixed angle e50% e50% e50%

No noise,R55 A→0.98 R→5.34 AR→5.21 g→0.514
all d.o.f. e52% e56.7% e54.2% e50%

10% noise,R55 A→0.99 fixed,R55.00 AR→5.05 g→0.528
fixed radius e521% e521% e52.7%

10% noise,R55 A→1.03 R→4.84 AR→5.01 fixed,g50.514
fixed angle e53% e523.3% e520.2%

10% noise,R55 A→1.04 R→4.93 AR→5.13 g→0.499
all d.o.f. e54% e521.3% e52.6% e522.7%
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used to evaluate the parameters of the PT/FDR and th
values are compared to the initial values used in the gene
tion of the data. For the nonlinear fitting routine, we used t
Levenberg–Marquardt method, as implemented in theMATH-

EMATICA® statistics package.15

Table I shows the results of the fitting procedure. Th
first set of data was constructed considering the separa
from 2 to 20 units of length, a tip radiusR5100 units of
length, the cone angleg50.5137, Hamaker constantA51
unit of energy, and no random noise. Initially the tip radiu
was held fixed at the correct value and the Hamaker const
and the cone angle were the degrees of freedom. The fit
this case had an error of less than 0.1% for all the para
eters. For the next case, where the angle was held fixed, th
is a good prediction for the quantityAR. The values obtained
for the Hamaker constant and the tip radius are within 10
of the correct values. When the three parameters were lef
degrees of freedom, there is still a good agreement for
quantityAR, but then all the three parameters have an err
of more than 10%. We notice here the effect discussed in
previous section, where the product between the Hama
constant and tip radius is the governing parameter, when
tip radius is large. In the next set of data, a random no
going from210% to 10% of the maximum force~calculated
. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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at the minimum separation of 2 units of length! was added to
each data point. The effect observed on the data witho
noise is repeated here. In all cases there is very good pre
tion for the quantityAR, even when all the parameters ar
degrees of freedom. Due to this fact, all the values forA and
R that will satisfy the value for this quantity will produce
good fittings. The prediction for the cone angle is very ba
even when the radius was held fixed. In the case of the la
tip radius, the cone angle reflects only the information
long range and its contribution to the total force is ver
small, therefore being very difficult to fit. Figure 9 shows th
noisy data set and the fitting for all three degrees of freedo
Notice the good fitting, even with bad predictions forA, R,
and g. This indicates that the system has redundancy, t
only important parameter is the quantityAR.

The next set of data was generated under the same c
ditions except for the tip radiusR55 units of length. The
predictions for the three parameters in all cases are v
good, including for the data set with noise. The contribution
to the total force of the spherical and conical parts of th
probe are equivalent, therefore being easier to fit. Also in th
situation, the radius does not act as a multiplicative coef
cient as was the case for the large radius data set. The qu
tity AR is not the governing parameter any more and th
6087C. Argento and R. French



FIG. 9. Artificial data with random noise and the resulting fitting for th
large radius case~R5100 units of length!.
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individual parameters have equal importance. Figure
shows the noisy data set and the fitting for all three degre
of freedom. This time, a good fit and good prediction for th
parameters were obtained, indicating that the system is
redundant.

From this set of tests we can conclude that the fittin
procedure is very efficient to extract the parameters when
tip radius is of the same, or lower, order of magnitude as t
separations where the measurements are being made. In
other case, a large tip radius, the cone angle is not an imp
tant parameter and only information on the quantityAR can
be accurately extracted. This is true even for the noisy d
tested.

VIII. APPLICATION OF THE FITTING PROCEDURE TO
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section the nonlinear fitting procedure describe
the previous section is applied to two sets of experimen
data. The first experiment considered was performed
Biggs and Mulvaney.13 They measured the force between
gold-coated AFM probe and a flat gold surface in water. T
second experiment considered was performed by Ducker
he
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R
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FIG. 10. Artificial data with random noise and the resulting fitting for th
small radius case~R55 units of length!.
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e
FIG. 11. Experimental data obtained by Biggs and Mulvaney~Ref. 13! and
the different fittings proposed.
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Clarke,14,16 where they obtained the force of on a silico
nitride probe interacting with a silicon nitride flat surface i
water.

Biggs and Mulvaney performed two sets of experiment
In the first one, a gold-coated silica sphere was attached
the AFM cantilever. The final radius of the sphere was foun
to be 3.360.1mm. This radius places the sphere in the larg
radius domain and, considering the distances of separat
sampled going from 9 to 100 nm, the traditional approac
using the simplified power-law model can be used~except
for the fact that retardation19 may be involved!. The second
experiment consisted of measuring the interaction force b
tween an AFM probe coated with gold and a flat gol
sample. The authors calculated an effective tip radius of 1
nm. The Hamaker constant for this configuration was o
tained by Rabinovich and Churaev17 and ranges from 90 to
300 zJ, the value of 250 zJ being used by the authors as
best fit for their experimental data.

We analyzed the same experimental data under differ
conditions of fitting as it has been described in the previo
section. The value of the force at small separations and
fact that the cone angle is a negligible parameter during t
fitting indicates that the tip radius is large. Therefore, th
cone angle was fixed at 0.514, which is characteristic of t
cone equivalent to a pyramid with a 1:1 aspect ratio. Th
value had little effect on the final shape of the FDR. Th
values of the Hamaker constant and the tip radius fluctua
a lot under the different conditions of fitting, but we consis
tently extracted their product as being 12.660.3 nN nm2.
Figure 11 shows the experimental data, the fitting propos
by the authors, with a tip radius of 100 nm and a Hamak
constant of 250 zJ, and the fitting obtained with PT/FD
with AR512.6 nN nm2. With this value and a tip radius of
100 nm, the Hamaker constant calculated would be 126 zJ
is clear that the curve plotted with these values is in ve
good agreement with the experimental data. The value
126 zJ is within the limits obtained by Rabinovich an
Churaev.17 The value of 100 nm was measured by the a
thors using an electrostatic method proposed by Drummo
and Senden,18 where the probe is modeled as a sphere. Sin
the actual shape of the tip is not spherical and the value

e
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FIG. 12. Double log plot of the experimental data obtained by Ducker and Clarke~Ref. 14!. The curves correspondent to force sensitivities21.1 and23 are
also shown.
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the effective tip radius given by the authors is not equivale
to the tip radius as defined in this work, some disagreem
is expected.

The second set of experimental data considered h
were obtained by Ducker16 as described in Ducker and
Clarke.14 The data consist of force–distance points obtain
with a silicon nitride probe and a flat silicon nitride sample i
water, with separations ranging from 5 to 80 nm. The valu
for the Hamaker constant for this configuration reported
the literature range from 45 to 100 zJ.2 There is no informa-
tion given by the authors regarding the tip radius of the pro
used; we expect it to be in the vicinity of the more commo
probes used today, which is 100 nm.

The first thing we notice in these data is the unusua
high interaction force. With a pyramid probe and 100 nm t
radius and at the higher end of Hamaker constant for t
material configuration, 100 zJ, the force calculated from P
FDR would range from26.3731022 nN at 5 nm to
22.2031024 nN at 80 nm. These values are far lower tha
the values obtained in the experiment, where the force a
nm is 29.2631021 nN. Another important feature of this
data is its force sensitivity to distance~the log–log slope!.
Figure 12 shows the data in a double log plot. The sign of t
force was inverted and only values representing separati
from 5 to 40 nm are plotted. Notice in the figure the initia
sensitivity of approximately21.1 and its evolution to a
value of23. This is not consistent with any of the dispersio
force models described here. In the sphere model, the se
tivity ranges from22 at close separations to24, which is
representative of a molecule interacting with a halfspace. F
the PT model the sensitivity goes from22 at close separa-
tions to21 at long range, which is representative of a sha
cone. There are several possible explanations for these fa
One possible cause is that the model presented here acco
only for the van der Waals forces. The model cannot repr
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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duce the experiment if there is any other type of interactio
present. That would be the case, for example, if other typ
of long-range interactions were present.

Another possible explanation for this fact is the wron
determination of the point of zero force and zero separatio
what is a major problem in AFM experiments. To verify
these effects, an offset was added to the distance of sep
tion and to the total force in the PT/FDR. These two param
eters were also used in the nonlinear fitting routine. In Fi
13 the FDR thus obtained is plotted along with the data. Th
curve was obtained with an offset on the distance of 7.03 n
and on the force of 5.3231022 nN. As was the case with the
previous example, the important parameter is the quant
AR, which was extracted as 1231 nN nm2. For a tip radius of
100 nm, the Hamaker constant would be 1.233104 zJ, which
is far greater than expected value for this material config
ration.
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FIG. 13. Experimental data obtained by Ducker and Clarke~Ref. 14! and
the fitting proposed.
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IX. CONCLUSION

The main goal of this article was to introduce the force
distance relation for a realistic parametric tip, which has be
successfully achieved in the form of the PT/FDR. Furthe
more, the study on the numerically generated data
showed that, in the more common cases when the tip rad
is large, the determination of Hamaker constant from t
nonlinear fitting routine is compromised by the fact that th
Hamaker constant and the tip radius are redundant para
eters. In these cases, the angle of the conical part of the pr
is irrelevant, especially when the data has a high noise-
signal ratio at large separations. However, the same anal
showed that all the three parameters can be accurately
tracted from the data if the tip radius is small. This is sp
cially interesting since, in these cases, the sphere mode
completely invalid. The nonlinear fitting routine is very effi
cient when there is no redundancy of parameters in the P
FDR, as in the small radius regime.

The study performed on prior experimental data was n
conclusive since both experiments were performed w
large radius tips. In all cases we were able to produce e
tremely good fits to the data with the PT/FDR. The quanti
AR was correctly extracted from the data set obtained
Biggs and Mulvaney13; however, it seems that experimenta
results presented by Ducker and Clarke14 cannot be ac-
counted for by van der Waals force alone, even with th
offset corrections introduced. The interaction forces in th
experiment were extremely high to be described as van
Waals forces. We conclude that either there is an experim
tal problem or an extra attractive force.

More analysis is necessary from experiments wi
probes with smaller tip radius and smaller noise-to-sign
6090 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 11, 1 December 1996
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ratio. We could benefit from AFM force distance measur
ment in ultrahigh vacuum, where the Hamaker constant
usually large and the noise-to-signal ratio is, consequen
lower.
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